List of references for the Elliott 900 Series computers.


[3]: “920A Instruction Times”, a single sheet of foolscap paper, undated, written in pencil by T J Froggatt. It finishes with the line “From 920A Facts card, for 8192 word store”.


[16]: “905 FORTRAN”. Published by GEC Computers Limited. Most pages are SDRN/FORTRAN/2. Undated.

[17]: Two different manuals for 900 CORAL, typed independently but containing much material in common. Neither has a title or a reference number. Neither is dated, although one is believed to have been issued at a course at Borehamwood in June 1970.


[21]: This simulator was written by T J (Terry) Froggatt, and the ALGOL image was added by Don Hunter. Both can be downloaded in a single Zip file from the Internet at ftp://ftp.cs.man.ac.uk/pub/CCS-Archive/simulators/Elliott903


[24]: Program written in 1971 by Terry Froggatt, to convert 8-track FlexoWriter tapes to/from a 5-track tape format used “on the Humber project”. The Humber project may well have been using an ARCH 102.


[27]: “Systems Designers Limited CORAL 66 Reference Manual” Issue 1.3/3, May 1976. This is a generic manual for Systems Designers’ Portable CORAL Compiler, with some appendices specific to the MEA 12/12 implementation.


[38]: Anon, Minim Navigation Management System. 12-page brochure published by Elliott Flight Automation Ltd., Borehamwood, Airborne Computing Division, “an English Electric Company”. Undated but, with the English Electric annotation, likely to have been 1968.
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